Using Content-Based Image Retrieval for Accessing
Images on the Web for Children
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Abstract
Children are among the most frequent and
important users o f Internet. The children can search any type o f
data in any digital forms in the digital libraries, web directories,
o r i n many other media repositories. However, one possible
limitation of searching these digital artifacts is that the young
children have great difficulty in writing, spelling, and explaining
their ideas during Internet search (lack o f query formulation);
this will limit expressing their intention. Language o f the Internet
are English, thus imposes problem for non-native children. I n
addition, miss-annotation o f images on the Internet could expose
children to porno images and sites. Thus, this paper reviews
existing search engines for children and proposes a new concept
to unify and for easy searching designed for children of various
languages by using image search instead of keyword search. I n
our proposed idea, we shall use Content Based Image Retrieval
(CBIR) technique to retrieve all relevant images to image queried
by a child, this is a promising approach that will remove all o f the
above difticulties faced by the children and protect them from get
the unsuitable results. This idea is part of an on-going research to
build CBIR-based Image Search Engine.
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Children are one of the largest groups of Internet and
computer users [I]. One of the most important activities of the
Internet of all different groups of users are searching and
browsing [2]. Allison et a1.[3] explain that children frequently
used computers and Internet since in the early age. Some
questions have been asked on what are the difficulties for these
children in searching the Internet. The answer are as follow: i)
typing words on the keyboard is difficult because they are not
good in writing and spelling; ii) retrieved results do not
contain all queried words; iii) it is difficult to write proper
words in the query's box. Therefore recently, searching and
browsing the web by children are the most important
challenges [3-51.
Images are important tools in education and learning for
children and at the same time, each child has diverse
imagination from one to another. Some researchers [6-71
discuss the importance of visualization to children in learning
process: i) images are regarded as a significant material of
teaching young children ii) images can develop children's
cognitive abilities and improve this skills iii) learning process
requires virtual and visual environment as effective

environment in learning. Also, Chang [8] identifies the
characteristics of successful image from learning and teaching
perspective. So, images are one of the most enjoyable and
important tools in learning for children since it represent
thousands of words 191. Facilitating the search process using
image query for the children shall overcome the difficulties of
searching and browsing the web using keyword.
In recent years, vast digital image collections (libraries or
repositories) are built due to the availability of digital cameras
and storage spaces. Moreover, the spread of Internet around
the world allows these digital image libraries to be published
on the Internet. It becomes a necessity to organize (including
browsing, searching, indexing, and retrieving) these digital
images. In order to do image search in digital library, there are
two techniques in general [lo]: Firstly, it depends on metadata
associated with each image and use traditional query
techniques to retrieve images from database by keywords [ I 0121. In this approach, it requires annotation of all images in the
database which is a laborious and time consuming process
[lo].
Furthermore, annotating process is usually inefficient
because the user does this process in an unsystematic way that
different user use various words to describe the same picture
based on their perspective or understanding, which will lead to
reduced efficient of text-based image search [lo]. The second
technique is based on the content of the image where many
features can be extracted from. This approach uses a new
query method to search on images, which gives the system an
image to search on and the system will try to find all similar
images in the database. This method is also known as query by
example (QBE). In such systems, features such as color,
texture or shape of each image in the database are extracted
into features' vector and all images are then indexed based on
this features' vector. QBE systems will use this extracted
features' vector for searching and retrieving the images in the
database. These systems are called Content-based Image
Retrieval systems (CBIRs) 110, 13-15]. The main advantage of
CBIR systems is that feature extraction of images is
automatically performed without any image annotation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section I1
explains some related search engines for children available on
the web. Section I11 describes the conceptual framework of the
proposed approach. Section IV and V display research

